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"ISIS Executed Civilians Limb Amputation at Yarmouk Camp 

in Damascus" 

 

 
 

 

• Activists Criticized the PLO and the NGOs for not being concerned with the 

Yarmouk Camp Students 

• Under the Title of “Palestinians of Syria between Two Nakbas”, the Maseer 

Group in Netherlands Commemorates the 69th of Al-Nakba Anniversary   
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Recent Updates 

The AGPS correspondent in southern Damascus reported that ISIS 

executed a limb amputation of the Palestinian man known as Abu Ras Al 

Badawi from Al Hajar Al Aswad residents in charge of theft. The 

correspondent continued that on Friday 5th of May, ISIS executed a limb 

amputation of the man in Al Orouba are in front of some residents of the 

camp as they charged him of stealing some houses specially during the 

Yarmouk Camp siege period. 

 

It is mentioned that ISIS controlled the Yarmouk camp in coordination 

and collaboration of Al Nusra front” Al Sham Liberation Organization”, 

where ISIS controlled wide spaces of the camp after violent battles with 

the opposition forces in April 2015.  

Palestinian activists criticized the PLO and the Organizations and 

associations in Yarmouk Damascus after leaving the Camps students, 

who left to pursue their studies, to walk on foot for long distances without 

securing the needed transportations. According to the activists that the 

students suffered from bad security and living situations during the last 
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months, where they walked on foot from Yelda checkpoint to Sedi Meqdad 

Checkpoint under high temperatures carrying their bags and without 

securing transportations. The activists questioned about the cause of 

PLO carelessness to do their duty to the besieged camp’s residents, 

where PLO claims that it follows up their problems and suffering.   

 

In Netherlands, the Palestinians of Syria Group that is called Maseer 

organized yesterday the 69th of Al- Nakba Anniversary in Rotterdam 

Netherland under the title” the Palestinians of Syria between two 

Nakbas”.  
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The activity included an exhibition for the Palestinian Syrian Caricature 

artist Hani Abbas, in addition to the activity of the artists Mahmoud Al 

Asdadi and the Group Speech by Jaber Shawqi. The activity included a 

poetic evening that was performed by Huda Deban, Rami Abu Saleh and 

Mohammed Dawood. The Activity also contained the show of “Return 

Ticket” for Mustafa Al Betary.   

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics until 13\05\2017 

• The AGPS documented 3495 Palestinian victims, including 455 

women. 

• 1602 Palestinians are detained in the Syrian regime intelligence and 

security branches, including 99 women. 

• The Regular Army and the PF-GC groups are besieging the 

Yarmouk camp for 1395 consecutive days.  

• 195 male and female Palestinian refugees died due to the lack of 

nutrition and medical care because of the siege; most of them are 

from the Yarmouk Camp.  

• It is now more than 1126 days without water in Deraa camp, and 

977 days in the Yarmouk camp.  

• Residents of Handarat camp are prevented from returning to their 

houses for 1470 days, while the camp is controlled by the Regular 

Army for more than 204 days. 

• Almost 85,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe till 

the end of 2016, while the number of Palestinian refugees in 

Lebanon is almost 31,000, in Jordan 17,000, in Egypt 6000, in 

Turkey 8000, and in Gaza 1000.  


